What is a Micro-credential?
Micro-credentials are a new product line offered by PMI. They certify achievements in specific skills, knowledge and competencies. They differ from high stakes certification (Like PMP) as they are skills focused on particular content areas, and relatively new topics. They are shorter and can be industry-specific. Micro-credential badges help showcase your specialization on new topics and helps your achievement stand out among other project managers.

What is Agile Hybrid Project Pro™?
A new upskilling credential from PMI that assesses the knowledge of a project manager in Agile and Hybrid projects with a shorter focused assessment complemented by an Agile/Hybrid skills-based course. The micro-credential can be obtained at a great cost value, with no application process to certify. You also gain PDU’s to maintain your current PMI certifications.

What is the Agile Hybrid Project Pro e-learning course?
Agile Hybrid Project Pro is an online preparation course designed to provide you with concepts and strategies to support your exam preparation. The course is based on realistic scenarios allowing candidates to practice the application of agile and hybrid principles and concepts ranging from;

- Manage Conflict & Lead a team
- Support team performance, Empower team members and stakeholders
- Address and remove impediments, obstacles, and blockers for the team
- Collaborate with stakeholders & Engage stakeholders
- Build shared understanding, Engage and support virtual teams
- Execute project with the urgency required to deliver business value
- Manage communications, Assess and manage risks
- Plan and manage budget, schedule, quality of products/deliverables, scope, project changes & issues
- Plan and manage project compliance
- Evaluate and deliver project benefits and value

Where can I learn more about the Agile Hybrid Project Pro?
Visit our webpage for more details: https://www.pmi.org/landing/agile-hybrid-micro-credential

What is the structure of the eLearning course?
The course is a relevant case-study exploration series of on-demand modules accessible whenever and wherever you have an internet connection. The course is intended to take approx. 6.5 - 12 hours to complete (including an extensive repository of additional reading resources).

How long will I have access to this eLearning course?
Access to your course is available until the course is determined outdated and scheduled for retirement.

Who can take Agile Hybrid Project Pro?
Any individual/Project Manager who needs to demonstrate Agile/Hybrid experience or knowledge. It also helps current PMP holders align to the new standards, including Agile and Hybrid methodology, it can be used by anyone preparing for Agile/Hybrid training, and any Project managers who want to enhance their hybrid expertise.
What languages are available for the course and exam?
Initially this on-demand, eLearning course and assessment will only be available in English.

How do I access the course?
Once you have purchased the course you will be able gain access through your myPMI dashboard.

How do customers schedule the exam?
Exams are on-demand, un-proctored and unscheduled. Once you feel confident in your preparation and have completed the Agile Hybrid Project Pro course. You can access your exam via the myPMI dashboard which will navigate to the PearsonVue website for your exam access. Once you start your exam experience you will only have 24 hours to complete the exam. Please ensure you’re ready to start the exam.

Are the exams online or in the test center?
All micro-credential exams will be administered online in a non-proctored format. You can take the exam any time, any day of your choice from your couch! It will take 75 minutes to complete the AHPP exam.

Will learning the course be sufficient to pass the exam?
The course is intended to refresh your skill knowledge of Agile and Hybrid project management concepts. It is based on real-life project management scenarios, in line with the exam format. Candidates should always prepare adequately on their own to pass the examination. Please refer to the exam content outline to understand the exam's content.

How long is the exam?
The exam will consist of 60 multiple-choice questions, and test-takers will have a total of 75 minutes to answer all questions.

Can I retake the exam?
An exam retake is available for each subsequent attempt for a $50 fee. You will have three exam attempt opportunities over a period of 180 days inclusive of the initial attempt. If you require additional retakes (after three opportunities) there will be a 45-day waiting period prior to eligibility for continued retakes.

Does it include exam practice questions?
The questions presented throughout the course are intended as comprehension checks and do not represent the type of questions you will see in the Agile Hybrid Project Pro credential exam. The credential exam questions are created using global best practices and psychometric standards for high stakes assessments to ensure the reliability and validity of the test results. There are fifteen sample questions provided that exemplify the type of questions you will see during the Agile Hybrid Project Pro credential exam.

How much will the Micro-credential cost me?
The member base price is $175, non-member $200.

Will I receive a badge for passing the exam?
Yes. Your results should appear within 24 hours upon exam submission. If you pass, please allow at least 48 hours for your full micro-credential achievement to appear on your PMI dashboard. You will also receive a digital badge award via email notification within two weeks from Credly.

Does the Micro-credential have an expiration date?
No, the Micro-credential does not expire and it does not need to be renewed.

Are there PDU’s for completing the course?
Upon completion of the course, if you have an official PMI Certifications to maintain, you will earn 13 PDU’s. 5 for Technical, 4 for Leadership, and 4 for Strategic & Business Management.
Feedback Surveys
A post course survey is available when you’ve completed the course. Your feedback is essential to course and exam improvements.

Questions, who can I contact?
All inquiries and escalations should go to:

Micro-credentials Team: microcredentials@pmi.org

PMI Customer Care: customercare@pmi.org